ABSTRACT. The motion of point vortices in a plane of fluid is an old problem of fluid mechanics, which was given a Hamiltonian formulation by Kirchhoff. Stationary configurations are those which remain self-similar throughout the motion.
The motion of point vortices in a plane of fluid is an old problem of fluid mechanics, which was given a Hamiltonian formulation by Kirchhoff. Stationary configurations are those which remain self-similar throughout the motion, and are of considerable physical interest.
It is known that a configuration of vortices in equilibrium must have total vortex angular momentum O. A converse is proved, namely that for almost every choice of circulations with zero vortex angular momentum, there are exactly (n -2)! equilibrium configurations. A similar statement is proved for rigidly translating configurations with total circulation zero. The proofs involve ideas from algebraic geometry.
Relative equilibria (rigidly rotating configurations) were studied by Palmore in the case of positive circulations. Upper and lower bounds for the number of collinear relative equilibria for arbitrary circulations are obtained by means of a topological construction which is applicable to other power-law systems.
Arrangements of three vortices which collide in finite time are well known. One-dimensional families of such configurations are shown to exist for n vortices, n :;;. 3.
Stationary configurations of four vortices are examined in detail.
CHAPTER O. INTRODUCTION The motion of point vortices in the plane is an old problem in fluid mechanics. It was first given a Hamiltonian formulation by Kirchhoff (1876) , who proved that n vortices with distinct positions (x;,y;) (i=l, ... ,n) in the (x,y) 
By performing the differentiations indicated in (1), one finds the velocity of the ith vortex: 
. ,K n )
ERn is called the choice of circulations, and each K, is nonzero unless otherwise noted. Historically, particular attention has been given to the following class of vortex motions.
DEFINITION 0.2. (Zl"'" Zn) is stationary if there is a constant wEe so that the velocities and positions satisfy ~ -VJ = w(z, -z), 'V I,j. The geometric meaning of stationary is that the shape of the arrangement of points Zl"." Zn in the plane is preserved by the motion. One sees this by checking that the ratio of any two intervortex distances dlj/d rs is independent of time. It is easy to see that if Z is stationary then so is any other geometrically similar arrangement of vortices z', that is, z' differs from Z only by translation, rotation, and change of scale. The property of being stationary is well defined on the configuration space. It follows from Proposition 1.1.4 that if z is stationary then [z] is independent of time; the motion is "stationary" in configuration space.
In Chapter 1, configuration space is identified in a natural way with a subset of (n -2)-dimensional complex projective space, pn-2. If the positions ZI' ..• ' zn are collinear then configuration space is a corresponding subset of real projective space Main results. Define the total circulation to be (J = L,K" and the (total) vortex angular momentum to be L = L,<jK,Kj . It is well known (see Lemma 1.2.1) that if z is an equilibrium then L = 0, and if z is rigidly translating then (J = O. For the 3-vortex system, the converse is also true: There are always equilibria or rigidly translati.ng configurations when K satisfies the appropriate condition. For larger n, almost nothing is known about these configurations; all that appears in the literature is a highly symmetrical class of equilibria described by Havelock (1931) . The following converse to the above necessary conditions is proved in Chapter 5. The almost-everywhere condition is made precise in Chapter 5. These theorems are proved by considering the set of stationary configurations with w = 0 as a subvariety of a certain space. In order to show this, lemmas of a technical nature are proved in Chapter 3 which allow us to separate this set from the "diagonal" (see Definition 1.1.6). The projection from the stationary configurations to the choice of circulations is an etale map. The number of stationary configurations is found by a repeated application of the implicit function theorem.
Relative equilibrum configurations are so called because the motion vanishes in some rotating reference frame. The study of such configurations was termed "vortex statics" by Kelvin (1910) , who, with Thompson (1883) found relative equilibria of identical vortices. Havelock (1931) studied vortices arranged in two concentric rings. If all circulations have the same sign, relative equilibria are the only stationary configurations possible. Palmore (1982) investigated this case and found that many relative equilibria must occur.
Aside from special solutions found in Havelock and in Novikov and Sedov (1979) , the only relative equilibria known to exist when the "i have mixed signs are those found by analytical continuation, from the all-positive case to one or more weak negative circulations. In Chapters 6 and 7, the projective-space setting is exploited to prove continuation-type theorems which hold, not for "sufficiently weak" negative circulations, but for circulations satisfying a finite number of inequalities. The tool used is the degree of a component of configuration space, given by the topological degree of a map of spheres. The useful property of the degree is established in Propositions 6.3.3 and 7.2.2, and lower bounds for the number of collinear relative equilibria are produced in Theorems 6.3.5 and 7.2.3. Chapter 6 concludes with Theorem 6.5.1, giving the best possible upper bound for the number of collinear relative equilibria.
The final class of stationary configurations is the collapse configuration. Collapses of 3 vortices were demonstrated by Grobli (1877); Synge (1949) proved that the collapse configurations form a circle in configuration space. Again, there is nothing known for higher n besides the special solutions found in Novikov and Sedov (1979) .
In Chapter 7 it is proved that almost every collinear relative equilibrium with L = 0 lies on a family of collapsing configurations, for every n ;;;. 3. Thus, vortex collapse is not merely a phenomenon of simple vortex systems. Chapter 8 is devoted to the 4-vortex system, where an explicit formula for equilibria is derived. Collinear relative equilibria are shown to exist" for almost every choice of circulations having L = 0; these results (Theorem 8.3.3) are presented in a graph in Figure 6 . Finally, Theorem 8.4.1 proves that for every choice of circulations having C1 = 0, there are at least four relative equilibria. CHAPTER 1. STATIONARY CONFIGURATIONS 1.1. The N-vortex system. Given n vortices in the plane C with distinct positions Z1' ••• , zn and circulations /(1"'" "n' each ", E R -{O}, then the velocity of the lth vortex is given by (See the Introduction, or Sommerfeld (1964 ), p. 158, Lamb (1932 ), p. 219, Batchelor (1967 
In (12), the latter by reindexing. Take the average of the two:
The translate by a of (Zl' ... ' zn) is the point (Zl + a, ... , Zn + a) . Note that since LKt(Zt + a) = LKtZ t + aa, M is translation-invariant iff a = 0. It is similar to check that S is translation-invariant iff M = ° and a = 0. Also, since a 2 -2L = LKl > 0, the quantities a and L cannot vanish simultaneously.
Identity (11) says that M is preserved by the motion. If two complex numbers are viewed as vectors in E2, with standard inner product ( , ), then (u, v) = Re(uv).
Thus, So S is preserved by the motion.
Recall the following definitions. 
From the above, we see that N = pn-2 -il. From Proposition 1.1.4 one concludes that for stationary z, [z] is independent of time. Thus the motion is "stationary" ~n projective space.
If the vortices are collinear, we may take Im(z[) = 0 "i/ I. The configuration space is then the corresponding subset of real projective space 1.2. Reduction of the problem. The identities of Lemma 1.1.1 can be used to reduce the number of equations needed to define stationary configurations, as well as to find necessary conditions for them. LEMMA 1.2.1. Every equilibrium has circulations satisfying L = 0; every rigidly translating configuration has circulations satisfying cr = O.
where V is the common velocity, then (II) reads 0 = crV so cr = O.
REMARK. Chapter 5 is devoted to proving a converse to this lemma.
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PROOF. The ordering of the vortices is unimportant; assume V3 = ... = Vn = O. By Lemma 1.1.1,
Since ZI '* Zz, the homogeneous linear system has unique solution VI = V 2 = 0. This proves the proposition.
PROOF. Again, we may assume V3 = ...
Since ZI '* zz, the result follows.
These propositions show that finding equilibrium configurations is equivalent to finding the common zeros of n -2 homogeneous rational functions of z" namely, ~, on pn-2; finding rigidly translating configurations is equivalent to finding the common zeros of n -2 rational functions ~ + iLIM on pn-Z . . These functions have poles in the set 11, so the stationary configurations are the common zeros of n -2 homogeneous polynomials-the numerators of the rational functions-in pn-2 -11. This is the setting for Bezout's theorem, and this problem is addressed in Chapter 5.
Next consider the stationary configurations with w '* O. The following lemma establishes some necessary conditions.
(c) If L '* 0 then Re( w) = 0, and z is a relative equilibrium. 
Since ZI *-Z2' we conclude that D2 = D3 = 0, completing the proof. Since Z3 *-Z2' the proposition holds.
The above facts reduce the number of equations needed to find stationary
If L *-0 and IJ *-0, it suffices to find the common zeros of n -2 functions of the [z] so that the gradients of the real and imaginary parts of the defining functions fl are independent at z. For equilibria and rigidly translating configurations, the defining functions fl are analytic in a neighborhood of the stationary configuration. So [z] is nondegenerate iff the matrix afl/azj is nonsingular at z; the Zj are any local coordinates, e.g.,
For relative equilibria with L =1= 0, the defining functions are not analytic. Let
is equivalent to the nonsingularity of the (2n -4) by (2n -4) real Jacobian matrix of the functions {Re(f/)' Im(f/)}' Should the configuration be collinear, the matrix "splits":
so that nondegeneracy is equivalent to the nonvanishing at Z of the determinants
We now find a rational function of Z which is nonzero at a collinear configuration whenever the determinants of (1) are. Write where P'j' q'j are rational functions of Z and z. Let PIj' ii'j be the same functions but "forgetting" conjugation. Then the rational function of z alone, IPIj + ii'jl . IPIj -ii,) , agrees with the product of the determinants in (1) on collinear configurations.
Finally, for case (e) of Definition 1.3.1, there are only 2n -5 real vectors to consider since S is real valued. So nondegeneracy is not expressed using a determinant. To restrict attention to relative equilibria only, we may add the condition that Re( w) = 0. Then, as in the preceding paragraph, we can find a rational function of z, the nonvanishing of which implies nondegeneracy at a collinear relative equilibrium.
We may sometimes wish to restrict our implicit function theorem argument to real projective space. This motivates the following definition. DEFINITION 1.3.3. A collinear stationary configuration [z] is nondegenerate as a collinear configuration if the first determinant of (1) is not zero at z.
It is easy to check that this determinant is not zero if laj;;az) * 0, where the It are obtained from f, by" forgetting" conjugation.
The advantage of having such rational functions of z will become evident in Chapters 5-7. In that setting stationary configurations appear as points on a quasi-projective variety in a suitable product space. The rational functions are then nonzero on all but a subvariety of codimension one, so that almost every stationary configuration is nondegenerate.
1.4. Relative equilibria as critical points. In Palmore (1982) it is proved that the critical points of the Hamiltonian H restricted to the subset of en where M = ° and S = constant are exactly the relative equilibria. For completeness, we repeat this calculation here.
Recall that H = -1L'<jK,Kjlnlz, -zi. The derivative DH acts on a tangent vector v = (VI" .. , Vn) at a point z E en as follows:
where ( , ) is the usual scalar product. Rearranging,
Thus z is a critical point of H iff it is an equilibrium. Now, z is a critical point of H restricted to a level surface of the function S iff grad H is proportional to grad S, that is, for some A E R. This is exactly the definition of a relative equilibrium (or equilibrium, if A = 0). Now define the real-valued function
This function is convenient because it is well defined on the subset of pn-2 -.:l where S =I=-0.
REMARK. Although it is not important in the sequel, the functions Hand il define the same Hamiltonian dynamical system, as is easily checked by comparing the partial derivatives in equations (1) of the Introduction.
It is easy to see that the critical points of il are exactly the equilibria and relative equilibra:
Thus the critical points are those which satisfy (*) above, with A = L/S. This is a necessary condition when L =I=-0. If L = 0, then H = il and the relative equilibria are the critical points of H restricted to the set S = 0.
If a = 0, we know from Lemma 1.1.6 that relative equilibria have M = 0. This is not the entire configuration space, but it turns out that if il is restricted to the set M = 0, then the critical points are exactly the relative equilibria: critical points satisfy 
So the only equilibrium configuration is as stated. N ondegeneracy is given by the nonvanishing of a single derivative, and is easily checked.
The function V( z) is rational with a quadratic polynomial in the numerator. It is trivial to check that its discriminant is negative, proving the existence of two simple zeros of V. Nondegeneracyis checked as above. To show that the function V(z) -iLIM = P IQ has simple zeros, we examine the numerator P, a cubic polynomial, which simplifies to
Its derivative is quadratic, so one may find the roots of P' and check that they are not roots of P. Thus P has three distinct simple roots, as claimed. Note that we allow the ,,[ to take on complex values; this generalization is not needed until Chapter 5. Also note that Lemma 1.2.1 holds for complex ", as well.
This is the average intervortex distance. The lemmas depend on a series of estimates, in which constants appear, depending only on I/CII and n, and obvious in context. Rather than spell them out each time, we will simply write C 1 , C 2 , etc. Examination of the proofs will show they hold if Vi is replaced by ~ throughout. This is used in Proposition 3.3.3.
3.2. Equilibria and rigidly translating configurations. PROOF. By induction. Clearly it is true for n = 2; so assume the lemma holds for fewer than n vortices. Now, LIViI = 0 only if z is an equilibrium. Since L * 0, there is no such z, and f is bounded away from 0 on the compact set pn-2 -BE for all e > O. Now consider some point [z] E B., with normalized representative z satisfying Llzl12 = 1. Let I be a subcollection with IZI -zjl < e 2 \11,j E I. For I E I, define so that IVi -V/I < Cl/e for some constant C 1 . Now, 
This proposition is strengthened in Theorem 6.5.1, which gives a best possible upper bound for the number of points in Va' CHAPTER 4. THE RESTRICTED n-VORTEX SYSTEM AND THE IMPLICIT FUNCTION THEOREM 4.1. The restricted n-vortex system. DEFINITION 4.1.1. A restricted n-vortex system is an n-vortex system with one circulation, usually K n , equal to O.
Since a zero vortex does not affect the other vortices, we may remove the zero vortex from a restricted n-vortex stationary configuration to find an (n -I)-vortex stationary configuration. Conversely, given an (n -I)-vortex stationary configuration, we can find a restricted n-vortex stationary configuration by properly plaCing the zero vortex. 
In the fluid mechanical system of n vortices, the flow is a time-dependent vector field giving the velocity of the fluid at each point not at a vortex. The modified flow is the flow viewed from a moving frame of reference.
Thus there are n -2 distinct restricted n-vortex equilibria associated with an (n -I)-vortex equilibrium iff the associated flow has only simple zeros, or equivalently, n -2 distinct zeros. A similar statement holds for rigidly translating configurations with distinct zeros of the modified flow; there are n -1 associated restricted configurations. Since Kn = 0, we have aV;/az n = 0 for all I < n. Thus the above determinant is equal to 3~/,j<n.
The first factor is nonzero if an is a simple zero of the flow associated with the (n -I)-vortex equilibrium (a 1 , ••• , an-I) . The second factor is nonzero iff the (n -1 )-vortex system is nondegenerate. This proves the lemma. Now consider collinear relative equilibria. If we allow not one, but m, zero vortices, each (n -I)-vortex collinear relative equilibrium is associated with not n but (;:,) restricted collinear relative equilibria. (u, v) 
Thus f-l(O) is locally a smooth submanifold of U X V at (a, b) , and the projection (u, v) ~ u is a coordinate chart on f-1 (0) (') U' X V'. The theorem remains true if R is replaced by C, Xj by Zj' and "smooth" by "complex analytic", throughout.
In outline, the theorem is applied as follows. Let U parametrize the circulations K" and let V be a neighborhood in cn-2 of a restricted n-vortex stationary configuration. For the f, we choose the defining functions. Then the function g associates to each choice of circulations a stationary configuration. This method is known as "analytical continuation"; g is said to "continue" the restricted n-vortex stationary configuration, away from Kn = O. Since (a I , ... , an) is nondegenerate,
by definition. The implicit function theorem applies, and proves the lemma. Nondegeneracy is clear because it is given by the nonvanishing of a continuous function of u which is nonzero at (a I , ... , an) .
Note that by starting with a nondegenerate restricted n-vortex equilibrium or rigidly translating configuration, we can continue the circulation of the zero vortex away from zero. PROOF. We will prove Lemma 4.2.5; the other proof is similar. The claim is true for n = 3, as was shown in Lemma 2.1. So assume it holds for fewer than n vortices; we need to prove it for n.
By the induction hypothesis, there exists a choice of circulations (K I , ... , K n -l ) for which there are exactly (n -3)! nondegenerate equilibria. Each configuration has n -2 distinct zeros of the associated flow, so there are a total of (n -2)! nondegenerate restricted n-vortex equilibria. Each may be continued over an open neighborhood of (K I , ... , Kn-l' 0), which may be restricted if necessary so that the continued equilibria are the only equilibria (Lemma 4.2.3), are nondegenerate, and have simple zeros of the associated flow (Lemma 4.2.4). This completes the induction, and the proof.
REMARK. In the preceding proof, all but the first three circulations are very small, because they were continued from zero. This restriction is eliminated in the next chapter.
4.3. Bifurcation of zeros. In §3.I we saw that each nondegenerate (n -I)-vortex equilibrium with distinct zeros of the associated flow gives rise to n -2 nondegenerate restricted n-vortex equilibria. Each of these can be continued to nondegenerate n-vortex equilibria, the associated flow of which having (according to multiplicity) n -1 zeros. Since the zero vortex was continued to a weak vortex, the flow does not change much away from a disk around z n' We would expect the new zero to be found in this disk. That this is true can be seen in Figures 1 and 2 . On a sufficiently small circle around a simple zero of the flow, the flow (as a vector field) has index -1. Thus there are four points on the circle where the flow is tangent to the circle, and a weak vortex placed at the center of the circle will cancel this flow at two points, causing two zeros of the new flow. 
. , K n -I , 0). Suppose the (n -l)-vortex configuration (K I , ... , K n -I ) has only simple zeros of the associated flow (resp., modified flow). Then there exists a deleted neighborhood V' of U o so that for u E V', g( u) has only simple zeros of the flow (resp., modified flow).
PROOF. We prove the lemma for equilibria; the rigidly translating case is similar. The proof is an application of Rouche's theorem. Let t parametrize a complex line through u o . The continuation gives expressions for ZI"'" Zn' K I , ..• , Kn as functions of t. We may assume Kn = t.
Since (a I , ... , an-I) is a (n -I)-vortex equilibrium when t = 0, and zn IS a simple zero of the flow, we may factor
=h(z)(z-zJ
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Zn is a double zero of P when t = 0, and P(zn) =1= 0 if t =1= 0, for It I sufficiently small.
Consider the rational function P obtained by dividing P(z) by -(z -Zl) ...
with h a rational function of t and z, and h(zn) = 1 when t = 0 (by reparametrizing t if necessary). For simplicity, let zn = O. For fixed t, we wish to compare the functions 11 (z) = h (z ) Z 2 -t and 12 (z) = Z 2 -t on the circle y of radius r = IVtl/l0 about the point Vt. The object of the comparison will be to allow the use of Rouche's theorem, which will imply that 12 and 11 (and hence the n-vortex flow) have the same number of zeros within y, namely one.
First 
Equilibria of n vortices.
It was noted in Chapter 1 that equilibrium configurations for a given choice of circulations K are given by the intersection of a projective variety V (P 1 , ... , P n ) with the open set pn-2 -il; the homogeneous polynomials PI are the numerators of the rational functions ~. If L = 0 then V(P 1 , · · · , P n ) = V(P 1 , ••• , P n -2 ), so the variety is the common zero set of n -2 homogeneous polynomials in pn-2. This is the setting for Bezout's theorem, which says that if V(P 1 , ... , P n -2 ) is finite, then it contains exactly deg(P 1 )··· deg(Pn-2) points, counted according to multiplicity. This will be seen for the 4-vortex case in §8.1, where two quadratic polynomials are found to have two common zeros on il and two in pn-2 -il. These latter points are equilibrium configurations.
Unfortunately, for n > 4 the variety V(P 1 , •.. , P n ) contains a line in !::.. For example, with n = 5, V(P 1 , P 2 , P 3 ) contains the projective line {Z1 = Z2 = Z3}. SO Bezout's theorem gives no information about any other zeros that might lie in pn-2 _ !::.. By Lemma 4.2.5, at least for some choices of circulations, there are exactly (n -2)! nondegenerate equilibrium configurations. The next theorem extends this result to almost every choice of circulations satisfying the necessary condition LKfK J = O. In this sense it is a converse to the first part of Lemma 1.2.1.
The proof is based on the observation that the Pi are homogeneous in z and in the K i , if they are considered as complex variables. Since only conjugates of the circulations appear, we will replace Ki by Ki throughout; then The projection 7T: Va ~ 7T(V a ) C U onto the second factor takes Zariski closed sets to closed sets (Shafarevich (1977) , p. 45). Therefore 7T(V a ) is closed in U. By Lemma
4.2.5, 7T(V a )
contains an analytic open set W of dimension n -2; since KL is irreducible, 7T( Va) = U. Since dim 7T -1( n) = 0 for all u E W, dim Va = n -2 and 7T is a map between varieties of the same dimension (Shafarevich (1977) , p. 60). If we restrict to the space of collinear configurations, we find that D divides Rpn-2 into components. The components of Rpn-2 -Ll can be identified with the equivalence class of the permutation (J of {I, ... , n} which gives the ordering of (zl"'" zn) along the real line; the equivalence relation is that = (J2(i) or (Jl(i) 6.2. One negative vortex. If one circulation is negative, then V( S) =1= 0, and H does not necessarily go to 00 at the diagonal set. To illuminate the general case, consider the following example.
Let K = (1,1,1, -.6) be a choice of circulations for a 4-vortex collinear system. We may identify configuration space with Rp2 by choosing for a representative of [Zl' Z2' Z3' Z4] the translate [x, y, z, w] having w = O. Then (x, y, z) E R3; we may normalize by scaling so that x 2 + y2 + Z2 = 1. Then RP2 is obtained by identifying License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use antipodal points, or equivalently, restricting to the subset {z ~ O}, and identifying antipodal points on the equator {z = O}. Figure 3 shows the projection of this set onto the (x, y) plane, as well as the image of the diagonal set ~. Figure 4 shows
V(S).
Now the boundary of the component marked (*) in Figure 4 is Since S is negative at the point of ac (the boundary of C) where Zl = Z2 = = Z n -1 and S is positive at any point of ac where z, = Z n' the set C is divided into two parts by the hypersurface V( S), Let PROOF. By Lemma 6.3.4, the claimed number of collinear relative equilibria continue from (KI' ... , K p ' 0, ... ,0) into the component K. Thus for every K E K at least this number of components of R n -2 -t:,. have nonzero degree. This proves the theorem.
EXAMPLE. Consider K = (1, ... ,1, Kn)' For Kn > 0, there are n!j2 collinear relative equilibria; by Lemma 6.3.4, the same is true for negative Kn when IKnl is sufficiently small. It is easy to check that K is regular for -1/2 < Kn < 0; therefore n!j2 is a lower bound for the number of collinear relative equilibria when Kn > -1/2. For Kn> -1, Theorem 6.2.1 applies, and we find a lower bound of (n -I)! collinear relative equilibria. The results of this chapter give no information if K n ~ -1.
6.4. Nondegeneracy of collinear relative equilibria. Let Ff = (~S -iL )TI" and i, be obtained from F, by "forgetting" complex conjugation. The i, are polynomials of degree n, and i, = ° 'VI for collinear relative equilibrium configurations. Define V C pn-2 X U by V = V(i" 1= 1, ... , n). As in Theorem 5.1.1 and 5.2.1, Va = V -(t:,. X U) is a variety, which projects to U. If w is this projection and p is the restriction to real circulations, p ( w( Va» = Xl' According to §1.3, there is a form J on Va' not identically 0, which vanishes on degenerate collinear relative equilibria. Therefore Va(J) has codimension 1 in Va' and X 2 = p( w(Va(J») has codimension at least 1 in Xl' 6.5. An upper bound for collinear relative equilibria. In this section we find an upper bound for the number of collinear relative equilibrium configurations associated with a regular choice of circulations. This upper bound is achieved when all circulations are positive. PROOF. Using the notation of the preceding theorem, we have the projection of varieties w: Va --> U. As in Theorems 5.1.1 and 5.2.1, #w-1(u) is constant for u belonging to a connected Zariski-open subset of U. The theorem is proved by computing this number for a specific u.
We proceed by induction. First consider n = 3:
SO PI is a cubic polynomial, homogeneous in (ZI' z2' z3) , which vanishes at all collinear relative equilibria. On configuration space pI -~, PI is a cubic polynomial in one variable. If ", > 0 for all I, PI = 0 has as solutions exactly the three collinear relative equilibria. Thus #'1T-I (u) = 3 for some choice of u. Now assume that for some choice of positive circulations ("1" .. , len), V(P I ,· .. , Pn) has exactly n!j2 points, all collinear. Each is associated with n + 1 nondegenerate restricted (n + I)-vortex collinear relative equilibria. By means of the implicit function theorem we continue these solutions to find a choice of n + 1 positive circulations for which {p, = 0; I = 1, ... , n + I} has exactly (n + 1)!j2 solutions, all collinear. This completes the induction, and the proof. 
.. = zn-I) of ac and S > 0 at the points where (z, = zn) in ac, we see that Cis nonempty. It is also easy to see that z, *" zn for all of ac, so that H --+ 00 everywhere on ac. Therefore C must contain a maximum of H, which is a collinear relative equilibrium configuration.
7.2. Continuation of relative equilibria. We now prove analogs of Proposition 6.3.3, Lemma 6.3.4, and Theorem 6.3.5. The only difficulty is that the components of Xn are not constant as the circulations", are varied.
Suppose that C is a component of X n , contained in the component C of Rpn-2 -~. We may take C to be a convex set in Rn-2, bounded by hyperplanes.
Since grad S*"O on C, C is homeomorphic to an open (n -3)-ball, and ac to S n -4. The function H is defined on C, and grad( Hie) is a vector field on C. If " is regular, there is a neighborhood U of ac in C which contains no zeros this vector field, so that V = grad(H I d/ligrad(H I dll is well defined on U. As in §6.3, we may smooth ac within U to N ::0 sn+4. As before, we find that deg C is independent of the smoothing chosen. If deg C =1= 0 then C contains a collinear relative equilibrium. It is proved in the next section (Theorem 7.3.1) that the set of circulations ("1' ... , "p+ 1) for which these restricted relative equilibria are nondegenerate (that is, satisfy the nondegeneracy condition of the implicit function theorem) is open and dense in K r n n K£. We may assume then that they are nondegenerate-otherwise we perturb ,,' slightly, and move the path from" to ,,' accordingly.
We may therefore continue these restricted solutions slightly along the path to K, so that the continued solutions are unique in their components of X n • The degrees of these components are nonzero, and the theorem is proved.
REMARK. The L = 0 circulation set K £ is in no sense" near" the positive-circulation set, so that relative equilibria cannot be continued from relative equilibria with all positive circulations. Therefore Theorem 7.1.1 is essential in providing stationary configurations which can be continued.
7.3. Nondegeneracy of collinear relative equilibria. As in Theorem 6.4.1, let K = (K1, ... ,Kn)and
Then denote by F/, the rational function of z and K given by "forgetting" conjugation in F/. Then Ff = F/ = 0 V I at collinear relative equilibria. PROOF. Let Ff = ~zn -Vnz/, 3 ~ I ~ n -1, and Fn = r.K/Zl. By taking the real and imaginary parts, we obtain 2n -4 real functions. As in the preceding theorem, it follows that for each K E K£ (except for a subvariety of codimension one) the corresponding Jacobian determinant is nonzero at every collinear relative equilibrium. Thus the gradients are independent and we may find a tangent vector If X is the collapse family, we see that X is a I-dimensional algebraic variety. The singular points of X form a subvariety of codimension ~ 1, so that X is smooth at all but a finite number of points. The second statement of the theorem follows, and the theorem is proved.
REMARK. If n = 3 then the set of collapsing configurations is precisely the circle where S vanishes.
CHAPTER 8. THE 4-VORTEX SYSTEM 8.1. The 4-vortex equilibria. In Chapter 2 the 3-vortex equilibrium equation was solved explicitly. The 4-vortex case can be solved similarly, except that there are two quadratics rather than a single linear equation.
THEOREM 8.1.1. There are exactly two solutions to the 4-vortex equilibrium problem when L = 0: [Zl"'" Z4] with
PROOF. By Proposition 1.1, we must solve the system {V3 = 0, V 4 = O}. Since the equations are invariant under translation, set Z4 = O. We seek solutions [Zl' Z2' z3] in p2 to
Clearing the denominators gives the homogeneous polynomials
Solutions to (*) will satisfy the original system unless or Z2 -Z3 vanishes.
First find the solutions at infinity by setting Z3 = 0: (*) reduces to 0 = Z I Z2' SO there are two such solutions, [1,0,0] and [0, 1,0] . These are not solutions to the original problem, since these points lie on the diagonal.
Next, if z3 "* 0 we may set it to 1. We find that (*) becomes Note also that if one circulation is set to zero, the formulas give two solutions to the reduced 4-vortex equilibrium problem. Thus the 3-vortex equilibria have simple zeros of the flow field, as was claimed in Chapter 2.
8.2. Four-vortex rigidly translating configurations. When the to.tal circulation is zero, to find rigidly translating configurations, it suffices to solve the two equations
where Yi = 1 -Zj. Clearing the denominators,
Each cubic equation is only quadratic in each variable, so we may solve each equation for Z3' using the quadratic formula. Equating these gives a single equation in terms of the single variable Z4. This can be solved numerically (by Newton's method, for instance) to find rigidly translating configurations for any specific choice of circulations.
If we choose K = (1, -1, a, -a) and Z = (-1,1, x, -x) , the symmetry simplifies the equations: independently of x, VI = V 2 and V3 = V 4 hold. We need only solve 
j+l (Note that 0 = 0+ -0_ and IIc ±112 = 0 ±.) The equations S = 0, M = 0 can then be written where the "dot product" is simply LC,U, and is complex-valued. We may write the decomposition u ± = a ±c ± + v ±' where a ± E e, and v ±' C ± = O. Note
It is easily verified that II u ± ,,2 = I a ± 1 2 " C ± 112 + II v ± ,,2 = I a ± 1 2 0 ± + "v ± 112
and the equation M = 0 becomes a + 0 + = a _ 0 _. The relation S = 0 is now of the form 2 2 2 2 la+1 o++IIv+II =la_1 o_+IIv_II.
Using M = 0, we obtain
(1) PROPOSITION 8.3.1. Assume the n-vortex system has circulations (K1"'" Kn), with PROOF. (a) is obvious. If n = 3, then in the case j = 1 we find that v + = 0 and (1) implies that X3 = 0. If j = 3, the right-hand side of (1) is zero, and X3 = 0. Taking j = 2, however, means that v _ = 0 and so the nonzero solutions of (1) have a _ '* O. Therefore the set of solutions in pI to (1) are equivalent to the solutions to Ilv+112 = 1 with v+E e, as claimed in (b). Now take n = 4. As before we find X 4 = 0 if j = 1 or 4. Taking j = 3, we have v_ = 0 and (1) is (up to equivalence class in p2) IIv+112 = 1, with v+E e 2 . Therefore X 4 is homeomorphic to S3. Similarly, if j = 2, the nontrivial solutions of (1) have License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see http://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use v + * 0 and in p2 (1) is equivalent to
with a E C and v _ E C. It follows that X 4 ::::: S 3, and the proposition is proved.
REMARK. For n = 3, the conditions (J> 0, j = 2 are equivalent to K 1 K 2 K 3 (J < o.
Also it is easy to check that in the 4-vortex system, L = 0 implies that j = 2 or 3.
Thus X 4 is always homeomorphic to S3 when L = o.
If we restrict to collinear configurations, the above proposition holds, provided that S3 is replaced by s1, and S1 by So.
Obviously fl = Ufl/j. Now, the set Xn n fl/j can be identified with the set X n -1
where the choice of circulations of the (n -I)-vortex system is taken to be To compute this lower bound, note that the sign of H at a point of Il lj n X 4 is the sign of KIK j • The contribution of Il lj n X 4 depends on the number of points in it and the sign of KIK j .
If we choose (Kl' K2) E R2, K4 = -1, and pick K3 so that LKIKj = 0, then it is easy to check that the set of all regular (Kl' K 2 , K 3 , K 4 ) correspond to the complement in R2 of the union r of these curves Kt + K2 = 0, Kl + K~ = 0, Figure 5 shows the union of curves r, and Figure 6 shows the value of the lower bound of Theorem 8.3.3 for each of components of R2 -r.
From these diagrams it is seen that there exist collinear relative equilibria for almost every choice of circulations in Kt. However, it appears that there is at least one choice of circulations, (1,1,1, -1), for which there are no collinear equilibria. By using the parametrization of X 4 developed before Proposition 8.3.1, one can sketch the graph of H on X 4 for this choice of circulations and see that it has no critical points on X 4 -~. Without loss of generality, we may assume that /(1 and /(2 are positive, and /(4 is negative. Consider the cases /(3 > 0 and /(3 < 0 separately.
Relative equilibria with
If /(3 > 0, it is easy to see from Proposition 8.3.1 that {S = O} It S2 = 0. So iI is a real-valued smooth function on S2 that is singular at six points. At z/ = Z4' 1= 1,2,3, iI ~ -00; at the other three diagonal points ~12' ~13' ~23' iI ~ 00. As in the preceding section, we smooth iI near these poles to find a real-valued function on S2 that has three prescribed minima and three prescribed maxima.
Morse theory then implies that iI has at least four saddle points on S2, which are relative equilibrium configurations.
Next suppose that /(3 < O. By Proposition 8.3;1, {S = O} It S2 "'" SI, a circle. So iI is a smooth function on S2 that goes to ± 00 on this circle and at six other points. We will find that each component of S2 -SI contains two points where iI ~ -00, and one where iI ~ 00. Given this claim, the theorem follows, for each component of S2 -SI is equivalent to a sphere S2 with two prescribed maxima and two prescribed minima (that is, we glue a disc containing a single minimum to SI). Each must then have two saddle points, relative equilibrium configurations. To prove the claim, it suffices to show that S is negative for exactly two diagonal points ~/} It S2 where /(//() < 0, and one where /(//() > O. These points will then lie in one component of S2 -SI; a similar statement holds for the other component.
First consider ~12 and ~34; iI ~ 00 at these points. Taking the translate of ~12 with 0 = ZI = z2' we see that S < O. Similarly, S > 0 at ~34. So the points at 00 are evenly divided between the components of S2 -S1.
At the other diagonal points, iI ~ -00. Substituting the equation M = 0 into the equation S = 0, we find that the sign of S at A13 is the opposite of the sign of ("2 + '(4) = -("1 + '(3), and that Sat A24 has sign = sign("2 + '(4)' Since "1 + "2 + "3 + "4 = 0, S takes opposite signs at A13 and A 24 . A similar statement holds for A14 and A 23 , which proves the claim, and the theorem.
REMARK. By computing the behavior of iI near Sl in more detail, it is possible to show that Theorem 8.4.1 holds for" = (1,1, -1, -1) also. 8.5. Numerical results. In Proposition 6.3.3 it was proved that the degree of a component in Rpn-2 -A can change under a perturbation of the choice of circulations" only when " passes through a nonregular value. Such a degree change corresponds to a collinear relative equilibrium moving onto the diagonal. That such possibilities actually do occur is demonstrated by the following computations. Table 1 shows the position of a collinear relative equilibrium with choice of circulations ("1,1,1,1) as "1 approaches the value -t. Of course (-1. 1, 1, 1) is not regular, for the angular momentum of the first three vortices vanishes. The first three vortices are seen to approach an equilibrium, while the last moves out to infinity. In projective space, this approaches Al2 () A 23 • The calculation was performed by fixing Z2 and Z3' and using Newton's method to solve for Zl and Z4' The solutions in six components move toward the diagonal, so that the total number of collinear relative equilibria drops from 12 to 6 as "1 passes through -t. Table 2 shows a similar phenomenon occurring as "1 ~ -1. Again the solutions move to A as "1 approaches the nonregular value. Note that the rate of rotation diverges. When "1 = -1, it is easily checked that there are no collinear relative equilibria; one does this by graphing a defining function on the set {S = O} ::::: Sl.
Families of collapsing configurations, as discussed in Chapter 7, can also be found by computation. For the 4-vortex system with L = 0, the families lie in the set {S = O} ::::: S 3, and appear as the common zeros of two real-valued functions. The families for a few choices of circulation are displayed in Figures 7-12 , by embedding S3 in C 2 in the natural way, and then projecting onto the two factors. Circled points on the families are relative equilibria, and the positions in configuration space of these points are listed (to three-figure accuracy). If both complex factors are real, then the configuration is collinear. 
